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Abstract
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it will be argued that the flexibility in labour contract duration can be ineffective in increasing productivity, profits and employment when workers test a high state of uncertainty. Second, it will be shown that these effects can be reduced when firms put into effect a system of social responsibility. What emerges is that while flexibility produces unstable collaborative behavioural codes between employers and employees that damage both, the firms’ social responsibility contributes to spread a spirit of shared values and personal gratifications amongst workers that reduce this instability and generate positive economic performances.
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1. Introduction

The labour market is generally understood as a ‘place’ in which employees and employers meet in order to bargain the quantity/quality of work with wage and achieve a profitable exchange. It stands on the principle of economic evaluation of wants and on the mechanism of market clearing according to which price flexibility allows individual wants to become collectively compatible. Moreover, a perfect competitive labour market works efficiently if employers and employees have the same bargaining power, if wages and other components of the labour relationship are flexible and if the bargaining is free from any external interferences.

An important feature of this framework is that employment increases if flexibility increases. The rationale is that, the higher the flexibility the lower the constraints to the demand for labour and labour supply. Moreover, in the absence of external interferences, unemployment becomes essentially voluntary being the outcome of a free and conscious individual choice not to accept the market conditions (Note 1). Unfortunately, however, the labour market is subject to several micro and macroeconomic failures that hamper the achieving of first best solutions and, among the others, the asymmetric information and the involuntary unemployment play a significant role (Note 2). In this context, flexibility does not necessary increase employment and other economic fundamentals such as productivity and income.

At the same time firms are constantly invited to be sensitive to crucial social issues—such as poverty, environment, sustainability, transparency, respect of human rights and so on—and to create a socially responsible system in the belief that the firm’s social responsibility is both fair and advantageous for the community (Note 3).

The categories of flexibility of the labour market and the social responsibility of firms are however treated separately despite being strictly connected on a practical and theoretical level. On a practical level, indeed, if the flexibility of labour markets implies the weakening of the bargaining power of workers, wages can reduce and dismissals can increase. If these effects are deep and persistent new social issues will emerge, such as poverty and social exclusion to name a few. These issues, in turn, become critical for the socially responsible firms, so the higher the inefficiency of flexibility, the higher the need for intervention of (socially responsible) firms. On a theoretical level, then, when firms are widely sensitive to the above mentioned social issues, they can create autonomously a trustworthy system for workers, obtaining an increase of productivity and income on one hand, and contributing to restrain social criticalities on the other.
The detailed aim of this paper is twofold. First, it will be argued that flexibility, in particular in the labour contract duration, can be ineffective in increasing productivity, profits and employment when workers test a high state of uncertainty connected to the reduction of their bargaining power. Second, it will be shown that these effects can be reduced when firms put in place a system of social responsibility toward workers. What emerges is that while flexibility produces unstable cooperative behavioural codes between employers and employees that damage both, the firms’ social responsibility contributes to improve the job quality by spreading shared values and personal gratifications that push workers to increase productivity reducing the instability and generating positive economic performances (Note 4).

On the methodological plane we use a deductive theoretical method resuming the recent Italian Post Keynesian critical approach to the flexibility of the labor market and enlarging the discussion by the graft of moral codes in the behavioral functions of agents.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the main economic and institutional traits of firms’ social responsibility and its impact on the job quality. Section 3, instead, discusses the effects of flexibility of labour contract duration on the economic performances. Section 4 concludes.

2. Ethical Codes, Firms’ Social Responsibility and Job Quality

The concept of firms’ social responsibility is strictly connected to the ethics of responsibility, where responsibility acts as individual and social commitment to take charge of one’s own actions and their consequences (Note 5). Amongst the others, Max Weber, Hans Jonas and Jacques Derrida treated the subject in a detailed way. With reference, in particular, to the position of Weber (1918/1919), Sung Ho (2012) so writes:

“According to the ethic of responsibility […] an action is given meaning only as a cause of an effect, that is, only in terms of its causal relationship to the empirical world. The virtue lies in an objective understanding of the possible causal effect of an action and the calculated reorientation of the elements of an action in such a way as to achieve a desired consequence”.

The values of actions, indeed, depend on their objective consequences. Note that consequences are not evaluated by emotional criteria but by rational ones (Note 6). As Sung Ho (2012) adds,

“An ethical question is thereby reduced to a question of technically correct procedure, and free action consists of choosing the correct means. By emphasizing the causality to which a free agent subscribes, in short, Weber prescribes an ethical integrity between action and consequences”.

Despite profit maximization keeps being considered the firm’s fundamental goal (Note 7), in the last decades many economists have rediscovered the importance of ethics within firms and values such as honesty, responsibility, transparency and respect of human rights, emphasizing therefore how ethics within one’s economic conduct has today become a necessity more than a choice.

Profit and ethics are two concepts that do not clash with one another. It is necessary to go beyond the perception of contrast between economic needs and human progress in order to elaborate an idea of development that joins together the firm’s reproduction and growth, employees’ satisfaction and fulfillment of social responsibilities (see Sen, 2012). The analysis of the optimizing behavior of firms cannot, therefore, overlook morals, being them an integral part of that same behavior and also being a modulation factor of its outcomes.

The attempt to confine rational behavior within a system of actions finalized to the simple efficient allocation of resources and in an institutional vacuum is not, in fact, able to concretely resolve many of the social or economic issues arising (and not just that), such as, equity, poverty, human and natural resources exploitation, etc., and this not because of the institutional pressure put on individual freedom, but because of the internalization of behaviors that are ‘alien’ to the ethical dimension. Social expenses, external diseconomies, diffuse poverty and frequent disasters with loss of human lives, denied workers’ rights, uncontrolled loss of jobs, are all illegitimate outcomes of a “techno-nihilist capitalism without rules or controls” (Ricci, 2013, p.41, our translation).

One possibility to critically verify the effectiveness of a firm’s actions is to evaluate the effects of interconnections between institutions-firms-workers extending the sense of governance and evaluating the results of responsible behaviors.

Sacconi (1997), for example, considers firms social responsibility (FSR hereafter) as a commitment to comply with a “system of regulations explicated and shared as […] ethical code”. Porter and Kramer (2011), instead, interpret FSR as an advantage, a competitive stimulus that enhances the firm’s image on the market, a form of investment rather than a burden or an extra load for firms. By FSR, they add, firms gain transparency, brand
The importance of ethics within enterprises has been recognized not just on a scientific level but also on a political one in many countries. In Europe, for example, in the 2001 Green Book, the European Commission defines FSR as an “integration of the social and ecological issues in the commercial operations and in relationships of the enterprise with the parties involved” (EC, 2001, p.7, our translation) (Note 8). In these terms, then, FSR is intended as a component of its identity. It follows that the resolution of social issues acquires an integrating value that is not in conflict with profit, losing the corrective nature of economic actions generating some sort of negative externality. The European Union, therefore, invites firms to adopt an open governance system, using a deontological code that is able to reconcile the logic of profit with social-environmental balances and identifying, at the same time, a real Chart of Common Values.

FSR is extensively spreading all over the world. In the U.S., for example, the drafting of ethical codes is very widespread and about 85% of the main firms adopt such tool (see Sacconi, 2000). Japan, instead, is considered the pioneer of FSR since the country has always held a particular sensitivity regarding the social role of firms which are not seen as entities isolated from society and devoted only to the profit maximization. The term social responsibility was used for the first time in 1956, when the association of Japanese entrepreneurs Keizai Doyukai drafted the document titled “Consciousness and Procedure of Enterprises Social Responsibility”. The government also created a regulatory framework that facilitated its diffusion. Firms have effectively understood the needs linked to FSR, redefining strategies and firm structure (Lanna, 2009, pp. 103-134). In Italy the ethical codes show the firm’s social commitment, while the standards, decided on international level, aim to align firms’ choices.

The SA 8000 standard—drawn out by CEPAA (Note 9) and issued in 1997—regulates in particular worker’s rights not only inside firm but also outside it for the whole production chain. It supports a formal commitment for the respect of the principles in matter of child labor, compulsory labor, health and safety, freedom of association and collective bargaining right, disciplinary procedures, working hours, payment and human resources managing system.

As previously noted, institutional interventions in matter of FSR are generally not coercive. It follows that FSR can be conceived as a set of endogenous tools aimed at self-regulate and/or co-regulate the economic activity according to its social implications (Note 10). Essentially it is about pinpointing and realizing an ethical code that can be defined ‘Constitutional Company Chart’ meant as a voluntary self-regulating document illustrating rights, obligations and mission of a socially responsible firm.

Special attention is given to the ethical behavioral standards within the enterprise management for matters concerning work environment, discrimination, wages, child labor, freedom of association, training activities and protection of human rights. All subjects within the company that has adopted an ethical code must absorb and share the values content within this document.

The standard tool for measuring effects and strategies of FSR is the social balance integrated to the balance sheet. It is a non-accounting document reporting the economic, social and environmental performances of the firm. It measures its expectations, the degree of satisfaction and the stakeholders consensus, marking the transition of reporting from the market-only model to the FSR model.

In Italy a specific regulation demanding that firms show their social impact of their activity does not exist. The social balance, indeed, is a voluntary document. In France, instead, the social balance is mandatory from 1977 for firms with more than 300 workers. Note also that the Community Directive no. 51 of 17 July 2003, which modifies the art. 46 of the IV CEE Directive issued on 25 July 1978 regulating the content of the management report, provides for the inclusion of information regarding environment and staff. In 2014 the European Commission releases the amendment to the IV Directive that will have to be enforced within two years in all member States. It states that firms with more than 500 employees and public interest are obliged to provide non-financial information notes in their Annual Reports. While the amendment comes into force, the non-financial information note is included in the social balance that describes the firm profile under an integrated approach, evaluating its contribution to financial prosperity, social cohesion and respect of human rights.

The relation between firm’s social responsibility and job quality has been an object of discussion for many years now. In 1999, for example, the ILO implemented the Global Compact as a voluntary initiative promoted by Kofi Annan who, in occasion of the Davos Economic Forum, invited the economic world leaders to subscribe an agreement with the United Nations to work on the most critical aspects of globalization in a logic of cooperation, so as to promote a sustainable economy respecting human and work rights, careful to the protection of environment and decided to fight corruption. Ban Ki-moon stated that “markets can prosper only in healthy
societies, and societies need healthy markets in order to prosper” (Note 11). The firms adhering to the Global Compact committed to sustain workers protection and their rights to abolish all forms of exploitation and discrimination above all.

Today, firms are forced to operate in competitive, dynamic and evolving environments and markets. In order to face competition it is necessary to work on human resources, who are fundamental to the acquisition of a competitive advantage. It is therefore important to create a trustworthy system between the parts, respecting the needs of employees and increasing their performance. Employees’ motivation and satisfaction does not depend exclusively on the wage but also on the trust accorded to them, on the increase of their sense of responsibility and their constant involvement in the productive process.

As Mayo (1945) states labour productivity is strongly affected by psycho-sociological variables such as motivation, job security, group relationships, workplace atmosphere and so on. The impact of psycho-sociological variables on productivity is known as “Hawthorne effect” which describes the tendency of workers to increase productivity when they test a spirit of value sharing and moral satisfaction. It follows that workers cooperate with employers and share firm’ institutional aims if they receive moral gratifications, respect, appraisal and career prospects. Workers mainly protected in their guarantees, feel as an integral part of the productive system and, attracted by the choices of management, participate with more commitment to the firms’ growth.

It is therefore necessary to carry out the process that some authors, such as Argyris (1957), have defined as “fusion process”, through which it is possible, in organizational systems, to satisfy both the personalizing and socializing dimension at the same time. This fusion process is actualized, basically, amongst personal motivations, that push the individual to act in order to appease its needs and those that the enterprise intends to respect in order to reach its goals (Ricci, 2012, p. 149). Argyris and Schon (1995) underline how personal growth combines with an increase in productivity with a consequent benefit for the firm. It is possible to affirm that, in managing workers, firm should promote employees human and professional growth, responding to their expectations, endorsing its talents, interests and abilities, rather than penalize them making them feel frustrated an insecure. Motivating factors get into play here, because motivation is the engine that pushes the individual to apply himself thoroughly at work.

As Maslow (1995) also states individual is motivated to act by the intent to satisfy a series of needs that he/she places within a pyramidal hierarchic structure divided into five categories: Physiological needs, safety needs, social needs, esteem needs and self-actualization needs. The key element for this theory is that the individual feels that the most basic level of needs must be met before she/he will desire the secondary or higher level needs. As a limiting tool of the low quality of job, the security needs are fundamental since the stability of the job, in a cozy and structured environment, an adequate wage, bring workers toward self-actualization. If firms manage to meet the higher needs in the Maslow scale, they will manage to reach their goals in a profitable manner.

For the involvement of human resources to be effective, after the motivational rush and the sharing of goals, it is imperative to monitor the deployment of the goals themselves, meaning their tangible achievement through the planning of actual actions. In this view, it is possible to program enhancing systems such as job evaluation, skill evaluation and remuneration systems such as seniority, job enrichment, job enlargement and stock options.

These are high quality tools in a rewarding system that comes into place when, as needs linked to financial performance quality and to the growth of the degree of responsibility of the subjects involved, it becomes necessary to increase the weight of the variable remuneration on the total payment. The rewarding system, together with the FSR can be important tools to attract and acquire human resources, especially the very talented ones and, subsequently, to keep them, giving them the motivation to stay.

3. Social Responsibility and Flexibility of Labour Contract

Employment relationships are subject to regulation in all countries although the intensity of regulation is different from country to country. Moreover the components of the employment relationship that are traditionally regulated are: Entry and exit from the market, wages, hours of work, job security, mobility, education and training (see Saint-Paul, 2000, p.1; Björklund et al., 1985, pp. 64-65; McLauglin, 1992; Layard & Nickell, 1997; Gutmann & Thompson, 1996).

Literature argues that the labour market cannot work in an institutional vacuum since the employment relationship is basically conflictive. For this reason institutions emerge just as “tools for the resolutions of conflicts” (see Costabile, 1998, p. 2) (Note 12) and they take the form of bound and binding behavioural codes. On institutional plan, moreover, the labour market is distinguished between a self-regulated or outside regulated
labour market. Labour market is self-regulated when regulation is endogenous and it derives from the bargaining or by a ‘natural evolution’. On the other hand labour market is outside regulated when regulation is exogenous and it is the outcome of political choices (Note 13).

Although economists do not generally deny the efficacy of regulation as such, a large part of them reject the predominance of outside regulation since it is supposed to compress the free bargaining between parties and the efficient allocations of resources. For this reason flexibility, particularly for wages and labour contract duration, is welcomed. “With wage flexibility, in particular, no (or less) external interference is admitted during wage bargaining over compensation while with flexibility in labour contract duration no (or less) external interference is admitted during the bargaining over duration of contract and firms’ freedom to hire and fire workers” (Pacella, 2008, p. 610).

Firms, moreover, generally welcome flexibility of the labour contract duration because they expect to increase profits thanks to the reduction of the production costs. This occurs because productivity increases: In a flexible regime, in fact, the threat of dismissal is consistent and act as a “discipline device”, so workers are forced to increase productivity in order to avoid dismissals (Bowles, 1985).

Scholars belonging to the contemporary Italian Post Keynesian tradition (Note 14), however, criticize the flexibility of the labour contract duration under different points of views (see e.g., Forges Davanzati & Realfonzo, 2000; Realfonzo, 2003, Forges Davanzati & Realfonzo, 2004, Leon & Realfonzo, 2008). Pacella (2005, 2008), in particular, argues that flexibility of labour contracts produces unstable behavioural codes between employers and employees because of uncertainty and asymmetric information. In a flexible regime, it is argued, while the worker cooperates with the employer in order to avoid replacement, the employer can deviate from the implicit agreement replacing workers with the unemployed who are willing to work at low wages. This mechanism however occurs when unemployment is high and workers are highly replaceable. Pacella (2009) then criticizes the validity of the discipline effect in the long run suggesting that the flexibility of the labour contract duration increases productivity only in the short run due to the “LIME (Last In Most Efficient) effect”. The rationale is that the newly hired are more productive than those working on expiring contracts because newly hired do not know whether their working relationship will become permanent, as this information is completely lacking or asymmetrically distributed between employers and employees. Moreover, the newly hired are not initially able to gauge the employer’s credibility with regards to promises of job security. On the other hand, it is in the employers’ interest always to be vague on this point in order to maintain the positive expectations of new workers and thus also their high productivity. At the same time, it is also in their interest to increase personnel turnover in order to take advantage of the high productivity of new employees. As it is not in the employers’ interest to provide job security, their promises will come to lose credibility and the newer employees will decrease their efforts and productivity in the same way as the older employees denied permanent contracts. Flexibility thus ultimately causes a decrease in productivity and has a negative impact on economic growth.

Now we show on theoretical plane, and using a very simple model, how flexibility of labour contract can negatively affect productivity, profits and employment and how firms’ social responsibility can counterbalance the negative effects of flexibility.

The main hypotheses of the model are: a) firms are price-takers in the consumption goods market (with \(p\) the prices), b) households are those of workers and the propensity to consume is equal to one. c) Firms face an average labour productivity \(\pi\) depending on two variables: The level of labour contract flexibility \(\alpha\) and firm’s social responsibility \(\beta\). While the flexibility of labour contracts is measured as inverse of EPL (Note 15), a proxy of firms’ social responsibility about the labour force is given by the inverse of the involuntary turnover rate (Note 16). d) There is a range of flexibility that maintains the average productivity over the real wage \(w/p\) allowing firms to obtain profits \(\Pi\). The real wage, moreover is independent from the flexibility of the labour contract. e) Firms demand labour in the subsequent period according to the expected maximum real profit per worker. For the sake of simplicity the expected maximum real profit is given by the constant \(\gamma\) of the current maximum real profits per worker.

In our model firms’ social responsibility increases labour productivity because of the operation of the “Hawthorne effect” (see section 2). FSR, in fact, increases firms’ reputation and enlarges group identity. Since the state of confidence improves, workers are willing to cooperate more durably among themselves and with employers. At the same time workers are more motivated since they can satisfy several needs such as, and in particular, safety and esteem ones (Note 17). Moreover, in line with Porter and Kramer (2011), FSR improves the creditworthiness of firms and the ability of firms to obtain low costs financing. The new financings firms, in turns, can enlarge capital endowment and increase additionally labour productivity.
Moreover, an increase of flexibility initially produces an increase of productivity because of the credibility of the discipline effect. At the same time productivity increases at decreasing rates until the degree of labour contract flexibility reaches a critical level beyond which productivity decreases because of the operation of “the LIME effect” (Pacella, 2009). This occurs because workers start to undermine reputation and credibility to firms as well as they lose motivation.

Given the above argumentations, indeed, we can depict the average labour productivity as a complex behavioral function depending both on workers and firms’ actions and reactions:

\[ \pi = A\alpha^2 + B\alpha + C\beta \]  

(1)

with the constants A<0, B>0 and C>0. A measures the negative effect of the instability of cooperation on the productivity because of the intensification of flexibility. B, instead, is the proxy of the discipline effect and measures the positive effect of cooperation on the productivity. Finally, C measures the positive effect of the FSR on the productivity. Note the productivity function is a parabola with a downward concavity. Given equation [1], the total amount of goods produced by firms is:

\[ Q = (A\alpha^2 + B\alpha + C\beta)N \]  

(2)

Given then the sales \( pQ \) and the production costs \( wN \), firms realize the following profits \( \Pi \):

\[ \Pi = (A\alpha^2 + B\alpha + C\beta)pN - wN \]  

(3)

In real terms the profits [3] becomes:

\[ \frac{\Pi}{p} = (A\alpha^2 + B\alpha + C\beta)N - \frac{wN}{p} \]  

(4)

Moreover, given equation [4] we can find the following real profit per worker:

\[ \frac{\Pi}{pN} = (A\alpha^2 + B\alpha + C\beta) - \frac{w}{p} \]  

(5)

Equation [5] states that the higher the productivity the higher the real profit per worker. Let us find now the level of flexibility that allows firms to maximize the real profits per worker:

\[ d(\Pi/pN)/d\alpha = 2A\alpha + B = 0 \rightarrow \alpha^* = B/(2A) \]  

(6)  

(Note 18)

Equation [6] states that firms realize the maximum real profit per worker when the flexibility is given by the ratio between the positive effect of cooperation \( B \) on the (double) negative effect of the instability of cooperation \( A \).

Given finally the hypothesis \( f \) firms demand labour for the next period according to the following equation:

\[ N^D = \gamma(A\alpha^2 + B\alpha + C\beta) - \frac{w}{p} \]  

(7)

Substituting the critical level of flexibility [6] into equation [7] the demand, we find the quantity of labour demanded according to the critical level of flexibility:

\[ N^{*D} = \gamma\left[\frac{2B^*}{4A} + C\beta\right] - \frac{w}{p} \]  

(8)

Equations [7] and [8] state that the demand for labour increase when firms’ social responsibility increase, so when cooperation tend to become more stable. These effects can be depicted as follows:
Figure 1. The effects of flexibility and social responsibility on productivity, profits and employment

The upper right panel portrays the curves of productivity $\pi$ as functions of the flexibility of labour contract $\alpha$ and firm’s social responsibility $\beta$ (see equation [1]). As it is possible to note the higher the flexibility the higher the productivity until the same flexibility reaches the critical level (see equation [6]). When the flexibility exceeds the critical one, the productivity starts to decrease. In the same panel we also portray the real wage $w/p$ as a function independent of the labour contract flexibility. Note each productivity curve is depicted for a given level of social responsibility $\beta$. So the lower function depends on the level $\beta_2$, while the upper curve depends on the level of social responsibility $\beta_1$. The distance between the productivity and the real wage measures the real profit per worker and the higher the social responsibility the higher the distance between the productivity and the real wage so the higher the real profit per worker. The points $\alpha'$ and $\alpha''$ identify the levels of flexibility that produce a nil real profit. An increase of social responsibility, moreover, enlarges the range of flexibility within which real profits are positive (see $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$). This means that the increase of social responsibility enlarges the limit of tolerance of flexibility on the part of workers. The lower right panel portrays, instead, the real profit per worker as projection of the upper right panel. Two profits curves appear in the lower right panel: The first one is closer to the origin of the axes and appears when the social responsibility is fixed at the level $\beta_1$. The curve that is instead farther from the origin of the axes is the profit curve when the social responsibility increases reaching the level $\beta_2$. When the flexibility increases the real profits per worker increase too until the critical level of flexibility is reached. When, instead, the flexibility exceeds the critical level the profits decrease. At the same time the higher the social responsibility the higher the profits. Finally the lower left panel portray the demand for labour $N^D$ depicted for each critical level of flexibility and for each level of social responsibility (see equation [8]) and the labour supply $N^S$. As it is possible to note employment increases when, ceteris paribus, the firms’ social responsibility increases.

4. Conclusions

Flexibility of labour markets and firms’ social responsibility are generally treated separately in literature. While, however, literature agrees on the opportunity to enlarge the social responsibility of firms it does not agree on the effects of flexibility on the economic performances of firms and workers. This paper has tried to consider jointly the two above mentioned categories in order to show how the social responsibility of firms can counteract some negative effects of the flexibility of labour contracts on productivity, profits and employment. What emerges is that the operation of the “LIME effect” can be counterbalanced by the “Hawthorn effect” when firms are responsible for their own human resources, and that the higher the social responsibility of firms the higher the labour productivity, profits and employment.
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**Notes**

Note 1. On the perfectly competitive labour market see (among the others) Hyclak et al. (2013).

Note 2. On the imperfections of the labour market see (among the others) Rees (1973), Rosen (1985), Layard, Nickell and Jackman (1994), Rivot (2001) and more recently Boeri and van Ours (2008).

Note 3. For a theoretical and general view of social responsibility of firms in the modern economies, see (among the others) Bessere (2002) while for an applied analysis see Oliva (2015).


Note 7. In this respect, Friedman (1970) statement: "Business of business is business" is well known.

Note 8. The ethical codes listed in the Green Book of the European Commission must be based on important international referral points such as the ILO Conventions, the OECD guidelines, the United Nations Global Compact.

Note 9. SA (Social Accountability), CEPAA (Council of Economical Priorities Accreditation Agency).

Note 10. Self-regulation is intended as a mechanism for which the economic parties join together with the aim to regulate their behaviors in function of particular conduct codes that become binding to the individual’s actions. Co-regulation is intended as the co-existence of several tools meant to fix the material content of the rules, determined by the implementation and monitoring procedures. In particular, it is a set of tools allowing different parties to intervene on the firms’ behavior, with the purpose to incentivize or obligate them to respect their commitment.

Note 11. http://www.globalcompactnetwork.org

Note 12. Our translation.


Note 14. For a detailed investigation of Post-Keynesian economics see, among others, the recent contributions by King (2012) and Lavoie (2014).

Note 15. The EPL (Employment Protection Legislation) index is furnished by the OECD. It is now the best indicator on the degree of rigidity of the labour market.

Note 16. The involuntary turnover rate is here given by the ratio between the number of involuntary separations and the average number of employees.


Note 18. Note $\alpha^*$ is a maximum since the second derivate of the real profit per worker is negative because of the negativity of $A$. 
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